GETTING DOWN TO BUSINESS Law Students dig in as they perform editorial functions on the prestigious ABA law journal, The Business Lawyer. Discover what's behind the scenes of the business law curriculum at Maryland.

WHAT DOES IT TAKE? What, exactly, are business lawyers, and what skills do they require? Mark Sargent explores these enigmatic questions in his essay that shines a light on the importance of thoroughly educating these "deal makers" and "problem solvers."

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER The School of Law advances to the forefront in curriculum enhancement. With a new clinical program and a new faculty member filling two distinct positions, business law students will acquire the edge they need to wrestle intellectual property issues.

ACCESS TO JUSTICE Maryland's clinical law program joins the legal community in providing legal services to moderate income households. Professor Michael Millemann heads the task force for the Moderate Income Access to Justice Project, and explains how the vision was sparked and what direction they are heading.
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